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Our tour-ism de force
IT IS not an accident that one of the
four key areas of focus for Opportunity
North East is tourism.
We already have fantastic coastline,
countryside and attractions here on our
doorstep.
Castles, gardens, distilleries, museums and
galleries, a diverse culture & arts scene, more
great golf courses than I could triple bogey …
I could go on (and often do).
A raft of new bars and restaurants are
opening, many of them providing a shop
window for our world-class food and drink
produce, providing another unique selling
point for the area.
Complementing all of this is our strength in
attracting business tourism, much of it linked
to our status as Europe’s oil & gas capital.
The region is already home to 1,200 tourism
related companies supporting around
20,000 jobs.
In 2014, almost a million and a half
people visited the city and shire, putting
an estimated £400million into the local
economy and the aim is to get this to half a
billion pounds by 2020.
So, is this achievable and what needs to
happen to deliver on the ambition?
The recent formation of a single destination
marketing agency for the region –
VisitAberdeenshire - is a significant
development and we should embrace this as
an opportunity to make a stepchange in our
overall tourism offer and promotion.
I was involved in a similar process a few years
back when the Northumberland, Durham,
Tees Valley and Newcastle Gateshead area
tourism partnerships were all brought under
a single North East England brand.
It seemed impossible, there was plenty of
wailing and gnashing of teeth but … it worked,
resulting in a significant increase in brand
awareness nationally and internationally,
strong growth in business and leisure

tourist numbers and culminated in winning
the world travel award for best regional
destination promotion within only two short
years.
It can be done.
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We need to convince business tourists to
extend their stays, or to plan return visits to
experience our incredible leisure offer.
Planned infrastructure projects such as
improving road access, speeding up rail travel
and modernising our stations, the £20million
airport expansion, the new AECC and
elements of the city centre masterplan must
be delivered on schedule.
In 2016, a doubling of the number of cruise
passengers arriving in the city is forecast and
the opportunity exists for many more to join
them, if the new harbour development
goes ahead enabling larger vessels to
include Aberdeen on their itineraries.
And there is progress being made
towards creating a world class events
programme in the area.
Taking all of this into account, along with
a continuing increase in hotel capacity
and quality, then it sounds like we’re
in good shape to achieve our aims and
realise our potential.
However, none of this is any good if we
just keep it to ourselves. So what is our
collective role in supporting tourism?
We need to counter much of
the negative messaging
about our region right now
by talking up all the good
stuff.
We need to invite family
and friends to come
here to visit.
And we all need to
promise to take some
time out to rediscover
some of the amazing
places that we have right
here on our doorstep.

Russell Borthwick
chief executive
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Premier
Partners

Want to learn more?

Contact Liam Smyth, Membership Director
T 01224 343920
E liam.smyth@agcc.co.uk
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We thank our Premier Partners
for their continued support of
the Chamber.
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“The cost of hotel rooms in
the middle of the week in the
past has forced conferences
to go elsewhere which would
have come here quite happily
and now that will change”
Steve Harris,

chief executive,
VisitAberdeenshire
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Tourism
feature

Marketing the
North-east
to the world
THE head of the new destination marketing
organisation for the North-east aims to make the
area the number two visitor choice in Scotland
after Edinburgh.
Earlier this year, VisitAberdeen, Visit Royal Deeside and the
Banffshire Coast Tourism Partnership merged to create
a powerful organisation to play a vital role in helping
diversify the economy of the area.
The new organisation, VisitAberdeenshire, is roughly
double the size of VisitAberdeen and Steve Harris, the
chief executive, said the move was important not only to
help tourism offset the impacts of the oil decline but to
make the operation sustainable.
“It has always made sense to me that the whole region
should come together under one roof,” he said.
“Tourism is probably the fastest growing industry in
the world and we have a fantastic product so it makes
absolute sense to sell that to the world and to welcome
people here when we have plenty of capacity.”
Last year turnover for VisitAberdeen was around
£800,000 and this year for VisitAberdeenshire it will more
than double to £2million.
“It is a very significant change in scale and will make us the
second biggest DMO (destination marketing organisation)
in Scotland so that is an incredibly positive step, but the
truth is tourism is very poorly funded in Scotland and
across the UK and we need to try and find more.
“One of the avenues we will pursue, and we hope the
Chamber will join us in this, is looking at how some form
of long-term levy can be introduced so tourism can fund
its own promotion independently of government and
generous private sector backers.”
Up until the oil price slump, VisitAberdeen had, by
necessity, focused on and had considerable success in
attracting weekend visitors to the city.
A shortage of hotel rooms, and their price, made it
impractical to try to attract midweek visitors.
Over the past year or so, demand for hotel rooms has
fallen by 20% and revenue per room by almost 40% which
has prompted a change of strategy. 

VisitAberdeenshire brings together
the attractions of the city, Royal
Deeside and the Banffshire Coast

Over the past
year or so,
demand for
hotel rooms has
fallen by 20%
and revenue per
room by almost
40% which
has prompted
a change of
strategy
7
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“We know a number of attractions
have had record years and we know
that the weekend business, which is
mainly leisure business, has remained
much stronger than the weekday
business which it has outperformed
for every month VisitAberdeen was in
existence,” said Steve.


“If you ask people
in this area what’s
good about tourism
they will give you a
list of a 100 things
and that’s quite hard
to communicate”

“We are pretty confident there is an
opportunity for us to develop more
of that leisure business now that hotel
prices have softened, capacity has
increased and there is huge investment
going on in the area at the airport and
the harbour, and more hotels are being
built.
“As VisitAberdeen, we were very
focused just on the weekend.
“There was no capacity and we were
not competitive during the week for
any other sort of business.
“That strategy has changed. We
now consider this to be an all-week
destination.
“There is no doubt we are an excellent
weekend break destination, and we
mustn’t forget that, but conferences,
for example, offer great opportunities.
“The cost of hotel rooms in the middle
of the week in the past has forced
conferences to go elsewhere which
would have come here quite happily
and now that will change.”
However the first challenge, which is
already underway, is to decide the key
messages for a marketing strategy.
“If you ask people in this area what’s
good about tourism they will give you a
list of a 100 things and that’s quite hard
to communicate so we are creating a
new narrative for the area and will then
launch a marketing campaign later this
year which reflects that.

8

“Digital communication will play
a significant part in the campaign
because it is economic and effective
and something VisitAberdeen has
already proved adept at.
“Things like Facebook and Instagram
are playing a massive role in the
decision-making process about where
to go for holiday and our ranking on all
of these is already very high.
“It will take time. We are not just going
to announce that we are open for
business and everyone will turn up.
“People see us as the oil capital of
Europe and we have to change that
perception.
“It will take years to do so, but we
estimate that in terms of conferences
we could be number six or seven in the
UK within the next five years.”
The campaign will also target Norway
and Germany during the first year
and try to capitalise on Icelandair’s
connectivity through Reykjavik with the
east coast of the US.
“The oil industry has given us fantastic
connectivity for a region of this size
and the airport, with the expansion
which is going on, will be looking to do
whatever it can to get more routes in.
“At the moment we will do everything
we can to support the airport in
protecting the existing routes during
the downturn to make sure that they
are there when the upturn inevitably
comes.”
As well as geographic areas
VisitAberdeenshire will be
concentrating on social groups like
the “cultural explorers” who regularly
travel to different European cities and
frequent visitors to Scotland from the
south who may not yet have the Northeast on their itinerary.

Page 24
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BIGGER AND BETTER
FOR BANCHORY
BEER BOYS

New street art festival for 2017
ORGANISERS of one of the world’s leading celebrations of
street art have visited Aberdeen as plans to bring a similar
event to the city gather pace.
The Nuart Festival is an international contemporary street
and urban art festival, held annually in Stavanger, Norway,
since 2001.
It provides an annual platform for national and international
street artists and the walls of the city, both indoor and
out, are transformed for one week only to create one of
Europe’s most dynamic and constantly evolving public art
events.
Now, thanks to an invitation from business organisation
Aberdeen Inspired, the directors of the festival have been in
the North-east to pursue the feasibility of bringing a version
of the festival to the Granite City next year.

The Nuart festival may be
coming to Aberdeen in
2017. Images courtesy of
Ian Cox

Both the Nuart Festival team and representatives from
Aberdeen Inspired have been carrying out an expansive
tour of the city centre to locate potential venues for the
exhibition alongside meeting other key stakeholders who
could potentially get involved.
The idea for a North-east version for the festival came after
Aberdeen Inspired experienced success with its own street
art projects in the city centre’s McCombie’s Court, Adelphi
Lane and the thoroughfare between Aberdeen railway
station and the Trinity Shopping Centre.

—

Iraqi business for Wood Group
WOOD Group has secured two new, three-year contracts,
collectively valued at over $140million, to deliver technical
services and expertise to one of the world’s leading
international oil companies in Iraq.
Wood Group PSN will provide brownfield front end
engineering design, detailed engineering, project
management, procurement services, system completion
and commissioning support for operations and start-up on
a significant onshore asset in southern Iraq, under the two
contracts. The contracts will create more than 100 new jobs
and will be delivered from southern Iraq and Dubai, where
WGPSN established an office in 2015.
Elsewhere, Wood Group is collaborating with the Centre
for Applied Data Analytics (CeADAR), located at University
College Dublin, to launch a new data analytics capability
to deliver significant savings for the energy and industrial
sectors.
Wood Group Kenny (WGK) will work with CeADAR to
develop predictive analytics for deployment particularly
in the oil and gas industry. This will initially be targeted at
brownfield engineering services and will strengthen WGK’s
existing services in the area of measured data analysis.
By tracking the integrity of system components, the service
already delivers significant savings to clients through
problem detection and optimisation, leading to reduced
inspection, intervention and maintenance costs.
9
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Finalists announced
for Northern Star
Business Awards
Achievement in International
Business
• Churchill Drilling Tools
• Downhole Products
• John Ross Jr (Aberdeen)

Profit and turnover increase at harbour

BOOK
NOW

Commitment to Innovative Use of
Research & Development
• Churchill Drilling Tools
• COREX UK Ltd
• Quayside Fabrication
• Commitment to People Development
• Richard Irvin Energy Solutions
• Scarf
• Swagelok Scotland
Excellence in Customer Service
• Aberdeen International Airport
• Control Valve Solutions
• Simblox Technologies
• Thorpe Molloy Recruitment
Excellence in Health & Safety
• Aberdeen International Airport
• Interwell
• Sodexo Energy and Resources
Outstanding Contribution to Society
• Aberdeen FC Community Trust
• Aberdeen Performing Arts
• Score (Europe)
• The Spotty Bag Shop
Outstanding Contribution to the Energy Sector
• FIS Chemicals
• Optimus Seventh Generation
• READ Cased Hole
Overall Business of the Year
• Balmoral Group Holdings
• FIS Chemicals
• Hudson Catering
Rising Star
• Hutcheon Mearns – Julita Stachowiak
• Mackie’s of Scotland – Stuart Common
• Sureclean – Mathew Pirie
Student Placement
• Aberdeenshire Council
• Johnston Carmichael
• Marathon Oil
The Green Award
• Deeside Activity Park
• Scarf
• VG Energy

Thursday September 22, 2016
www.northernstarawards.co.uk
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ACTIVITY at Aberdeen Harbour remained steady
throughout 2015 resulting in the port recording a 9.7%
increase in turnover, up from £28.9million in 2014 to
£31.7million in 2015.
Pre-tax profit was also up by 21% at £15.03million,
compared to £12.4million the previous year.
A 6% drop in vessel numbers, from 7,937 to 7,428 is
consistent with the trend for newer, larger multi-purpose
vessels using the port, which is evidenced by the marginal
drop in overall vessel tonnage at 27.5million tonnes, down
only 2.1% from 28.1million tonnes in 2014.
In 2015 the port handled its largest ever grain shipment
at 16,500 tonnes. This figure in itself is greater than the
overall tonnage of grain shipped in 2013 and has given rise
to an average of 70,000 tonnes of grain shipped per year
throughout 2014 and 2015.
Aberdeen Harbour welcomed traffic from 39 countries
throughout 2015, which included new links with Indonesia
and Libya.

—

BP grows interest in Culzean
BP HAS doubled its interest in the Culzean development
in the UK Central North Sea, following its acquisition of an
additional 16% interest from JX Nippon.
“We are pleased to have deepened our interest in Culzean
and we look forward to helping Maersk make this important
central North Sea development a success,” said Mark
Thomas, BP regional president North Sea Region.
“This is a challenging time for the industry and we
must continue to work together to ensure that when
developments like Culzean, or other projects such as BP’s
Quad 204 and Clair Ridge, come online they can be run as
efficiently as possible.”
The Maersk-operated Culzean field development, which
was sanctioned in August last year, is expected to produce
enough gas to meet 5% of total UK demand at peak
production in 2020/21.

—

Rigmar opens in Abu Dhabi
RIGMAR Group has opened a new office in Abu Dhabi.
Rigmar Middle East Oil Field Services LLC offers the full
range of asset integrity, fabric maintenance and marine
services available from Rigmar Group.
Keith Nelson, chief executive officer, said: “The opening of
the Abu Dhabi office represents an important step forward
for the group’s expansion into key areas worldwide, allowing
us to respond to the local market and deliver competitive
services to customers in Abu Dhabi.”
Rigmar Group is headquartered in Aberdeen, UK and
comprises Rigmar Services Limited, Interocean Marine
Services, Interocean Marine Services (Canada) Inc. and
Rigmar Middle East Oil Field Services LLC.
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Chester success
THE Chester Hotel’s fine dining IX Restaurant was named “Restaurant
Newcomer of the Year” at the Catering in Scotland Excellence Awards 2016.
The award aims to identify the restaurant which sets the benchmark for culinary
expertise, exceptional service, ambience and value for money.
IX Restaurant’s culinary team, led by executive chef Kevin Dalgleish, has been
awarded seven industry awards since the restaurant opened in 2014, as well as
two AA Rosettes and a recommendation in the Michelin Guide.
Matthew Lobban, senior chef de partie at IX Restaurant, was also nominated in
the new Young Chef of the Year category.

—

Onshore drilling project complete
AN INDEPENDENT well management firm has successfully completed the
drilling and completion of a UK land well after being appointed as the well
operator late last year.

The Chester's IX restaurant
has been named Restaurant
Newcomer of the Year

Zenith Energy, which is based in Aberdeen’s city centre, completed the onshore
project as the assigned well operator for UK oil company, Terrain Energy. This
marks a first for Zenith following recent amendments that were made to industry
regulations, requiring companies to be assessed as competent well operators.
Throughout the project, the firm used its complete management system to carry
out the well planning, regulatory permitting and management of operations,
procurement of all equipment, contracting of the drilling rig and all drilling and
completions services required for the well operations.
Zenith Energy, which was established in 2012, has also been awarded a long-term
contract by Rockhopper Exploration.
Zenith will manage the abandonment of a platform well located offshore Italy as
the first project under the contract.

Stirlingshire expansion
for Genesis

Drilling simulation
training contract

Bibby Topaz
back in Forties

GENESIS Personnel, which
specialises in delivering expert
recruitment solutions to the
energy, commercial and industrial
sectors, has expanded its network
in central Scotland by opening an
office in Dunblane.

MAERSK Training has signed a
global framework agreement with
Statoil to provide drilling simulation
training for the next three years
with an option to extend for an
additional two years.

BIBBY Offshore has been awarded
a substantial contract with Apache
North Sea Ltd to provide subsea
construction, ROV and diving
services at the largest oilfield in the
North Sea.

Statoil has identified a need for
advanced drilling simulation
training and theory courses to
reduce time used for training
offshore and increase safety,
operational understanding and
efficiency.

The contract will utilise Bibby
Offshore’s multi role diving support
vessel the Bibby Topaz, equipped
with an inspection class ROV.

The recruitment firm, which was
launched in 1975 in Peterhead, also
has an office in Aberdeen.
The recent venture in Dunblane,
led by Genesis Personnel’s
sales and recruitment manager,
Moira Murawiecka, will focus on
expanding the firm’s offering and
opening up its services to the
financial sector, SME’s and local
businesses.

The courses are aimed at
improving communication within
and between teams and providing
the opportunity to practice
difficult operations in a safe
environment without impacting
live operation.

It involves well tie-ins and spool
change-out at the Aviat and
Bacchus locations, along with the
associated pre-commissioning
works, will be conducted to tie
back the subsea wells to the
Forties Oil Field, 110 miles east of
Aberdeen.
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Guy, left and Mungo
Finlayson raise a glass
to the success of their
beer festivals

“We were also, we
believe, the first beer
festival to add gin to
the menu and we did
that because with only
beer you get 95% males
but we were aiming for
a more diverse crowd”
Guy Finlayson,
co-founder,
MFGF Events
12

Bigger and better for
Banchory beer boys
TWO entrepreneurial Banchory brothers are
carving out careers for themselves organising what
are becoming “must attend” beer festivals in the
North-east.
Mungo Finlayson, 26, was running his own tour company for
scuba diving enthusiasts and brother Guy, 24, was working
as a wine merchant when the two decided to combine their
skills to create the first Banchory Beer Festival in 2014.
Now they are running four sell-out festivals a year in
Banchory and Inverurie, with planning underway for more
and bigger and better events in the future.
“We were seeking a business opportunity and looked
at what Banchory had and didn’t have and we saw the
potential for a beer festival,” said Guy.
“Mungo had the organisational and management experience
and I had expertise in the drinks industry and over a bottle of
wine one weekend we decided to go ahead.

"Scotland is almost a
food brand in its own
right"

“We registered our company, MFGF
Events, and started planning.
“We did a lot of research and identified
our target market and also how we
might be able to differentiate our
festival from others – and providing
marquees was the way we decided to
do it.
“We were also, we believe, the first beer
festival to add gin to the menu and we
did that because with only beer you
get 95% males but we were aiming for
a more diverse crowd.”
The brothers were also keen to avoid
clashing with any of the charity beer
festivals held in the area and although
theirs is a commercial concern they
make significant donations to local
causes.
The initial festival on the Deeside rugby
pitches at Banchory attracted around
1,200 visitors.
“I sold my car to help finance the first
one and we also maxed out our credit
cards,” said Guy.
“We only sold all tickets at the door and
the biggest problem we had the first
year was that too many people wanted
to come.
“We learned a tremendous amount
and didn’t want to wait a year to show
we had improved, so organised Beer
at the Barn, a winter festival over three
weekend sessions at the Woodend
Barn.
“Like the main festival it featured live
music and was another sell-out.”
Last year the beer brothers organised
their first Inverurie Beer Festival at
Thainstone Exchange Centre and
in April they also held the sell-out
inaugural Beer@the Barn@Lochter.
That festival arose out of a Chamber
networking event at Banchory Lodge
Hotel when the brothers told their
story.
“People from Lochter were there
and contacted us afterwards and
suggested Beer@the Barn@Lochter
which we hope will become an annual
event,” said Mungo.
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This year’s Banchory Beer Festival in
August is expected to be yet another
sell-out, with 4,500 visitors from all
over the North-east expected to snap
up the tickets.
“We listen to all the feedback and try
grow from that,” said Mungo.
“It’s important to constantly change
and progress and get better every time.
“This summer, for example, as well as
some of the best beers in the country,
and one which we will brew ourselves,
prosecco will be available alongside gin
and Scotland’s first rum, Dark Matter,
which is distilled in Banchory.
“We plan to continue to perfect our
existing events but also to expand our
portfolio with a much bigger event in
this area.
“Ultimately we would like to expand
nationally but that is a considerable
way off because it is much harder to
maintain quality - and that is at the
heart of everything we do.

“It’s important
to constantly
change and
progress and
get better every
time”
Mungo Finlayson,
co-founder,
MFGF Events

“We have just taken part in a beer and
beef event at the Deeside Activity
Centre and provided the bar at a Castle
Fraser steam engine rally as well as at
the Banchory Pipe Band competition
which all helps provide a more
continuous revenue flow.
“However we want everything to be of
the highest quality.
“If you are drinking a great pint then
you want good food and we pick the
food providers very carefully.
“This year at Banchory it will be the
multi-award-winning Bay Fish & Chips
from Stonehaven; Fresh Mex which
is two young guys with a passion for
food; and Chompsky, a Glasgow-based
street food company.
“We also try to provide great music
and like to try to support local up-andcoming musicians so spent a lot of
time listening to bands and the music
selection usually starts with some easy
listen acoustic style things leading to
more upbeat full bands in the evening.”
Further details are available at
www.banchorybeerfestival.com

“We also made a few other potential
leads at the event.”
13
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Ceri Ritchie

Food
forethought
WITH the food and drink sector
set to grow by 19% in the next
five years and consumers
increasingly looking for the right
eating experience – whether in or
out of the home - there has never
been a better time for our food
and drink businesses to innovate
and expand.
The turnover of the Scottish food and
drink sector was £14.3billion in 2013,
up 4% year on year and is targeting
£16.5billion by 2017.

by Ceri Ritchie,
sector manager,
Food and Drink,
SAC Consulting,
SRUC

A thriving food and drink sector is
central to Scotland’s economy and
supports the whole supply chain
from farmers and fishermen to local
consumers and visitors.
Growth will come from a number of
sources, with 62% of businesses using
new product development to grow
and 54% targeting new UK markets to
achieve growth.
Exploiting innovation and market
opportunities is key for businesses of all
sizes and focusing on what is important
to the consumer supports investment
success.
Premium, healthy and provenance
are areas of growth – but key to
business success is knowing your own
customers and innovating to satisfy
demand.
Businesses need to take time to look
around them, look at other sectors for
inspiration and work out where their
future growth is going to come from.
SMEs supplying local food and
drink should focus on their product
provenance and heritage, the story
behind their product and how they
differentiate themselves in the
marketplace.
Developing a unique selling point is,
however, important for companies of
all sizes but larger, more established
companies also face other challenges
such as improving productivity, risk
management in terms of people and
markets, the challenge of building
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sustainability into their business and
resilience into their supply chain.
The growing demand for healthy
products and the focus on specific
ingredients whether it is saturated fat,
salt or sugar is changing consumer
demand.
How companies tackle this challenge
will determine their future, and product
development and innovation are real
opportunities.
Innovation and collaboration across
the supply chain can provide that all
important point of differentiation.
With growing recognition that we need
to reduce waste both pre and post
farm gate – what are the opportunities
for improved efficiency?
How can previously discarded products
or by-products be used to develop new
products?
What are the opportunities for vertical
and horizontal collaboration within the
supply chain?
There is still a major opportunity to
link food, drink and tourism better and
maybe an opportunity to consider
regional marketing while capitalising on
the Scottish brand?
For me, the growth of innovative and
interesting independent processors,
retailers, cafes and restaurants, many
of which are linked to their source of
supply - whether a farm, a boat or a
fish farm - highlights the opportunities
in this sector as well as the fantastic
produce the North-east has to offer.
Having spent 32 years in the sector in
a number of different roles I see this as
such an exciting time for the sector and
the chance to capitalise on its natural
assets.
Whatever choices food and drink
businesses make, careful consideration
of what will be necessary or may
happen in the future, will ensure that
the business is future-proofed and can
capitalise on the opportunities arising in
this dynamic and exciting sector.

JO ROBINSON
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"Visitors to Scotland spend
21% of their budget on eating
and dining which averages
£891million a year"

Elevator and KPMG collaboration
ELEVATOR, the social enterprise dedicated to supporting entrepreneurs, startups and high growth businesses, has joined forces with professional services firm
KPMG to create a “key alliance” aimed at assisting and developing the Scottish
economy.
Under the collaboration Elevator and KPMG will share their insight and
experience of working with growing, aspirational businesses, providing invaluable
advice to them throughout the critical phases of growth.
KPMG will offer substantial in-kind support to founders, in particular those
involved with Elevator’s Accelerator Programme, which is for ambitious earlystage business owners and teams seeking to improve their business offering,
growth and investment potential at an accelerated rate.
Elevator deputy chief executive Graham Morgan said the key alliance is the
first in what Elevator believes will ultimately be a grouping of world-class
organisations set on assisting and developing the Scottish economy.
“The relationship with KPMG was forged following the opening of Elevator’s
£1million Centre for Entrepreneurship in Aberdeen 18 months ago,” he said.

Graham Morgan, deputy chief
executive, Elevator and Moray Barber
partner at KPMG

“It was very clear from the outset that both Elevator and KPMG have a lot in
common in that we both share a very keen interest in helping businesses and
start-ups in a region which is increasingly showing itself to be entrepreneurial and
innovative."
Latest figures released by Business Gateway Aberdeen City and Shire show that
in the past 12 months, Elevator has helped 1,276 people to start their business
through Business Gateway services, 27% more than the 1,000 target set for the
area.
As a result, the number of new business starts-ups in Grampian and Tayside
has risen to its highest on record, breaking all targets and out-performing other
regions in the rest of Scotland. Of those, 555 (43%) were in Aberdeen city, while
721 (57%) were started in the Shire.

—

Kazakh agreement
A CONSORTIUM led by Blue Water Shipping has been awarded a contract with
a value in excess of US$350 million by Tengizchevroil (TCO).
The consortium includes Topaz Energy and Marine and has signed a contract to
build and operate 15 specially designed vessels for an oil project in Kazakhstan
for the TCO joint venture.
Tengizchevroil LLP is a Kazakhstani partnership which explores, develops,
produces and markets crude oil, LPG, dry gas and sulphur.

—

Business rates questions answered on YouTube
RYDEN has launched a video series via the firm's YouTube channel to help
ratepayers understand the current issues surrounding business rates.
In the short videos, partner and rating expert Tim Bunker answers the questions
asked by the firm's clients at its recent seminars on issues such as empty rates
relief and rates mitigation.
He also gives his top tips for the 2017 Revaluation.
Tim Bunker said: "Business rates is a hot topic, with the recent announcements
on empty property relief and the approaching rating revaluation in 2017."
View the playlist at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n1hAQW2Mvm0&index=
1&list=PLaoBKhsgDsopVuDLqJrwBM805SnPUm9nO

Tim Bunker,
partner and rating expert,
Ryden
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Indonesian project gets funding boost
RESEARCHERS at Robert Gordon University (RGU) have been awarded a
further £200,000 in funding to help establish integrated renewable energy
systems in Indonesia.
In partnership with the Strategic Resources Initiative Office in Indonesia,
Universitas Syiah Kuala, and the Agency of Marine and Fisheries Affairs in Aceh,
the Centre for Understanding Sustainable Practice (CUSP) team at RGU, led by
Dr Alan Owen alongside Dr. Leuserina Garniati, has been awarded £100,000
through the UK Government’s Newton Fund Institutional Links programme, with
a further £100,000 of match funding from Indonesian government agencies and
local non-governmental organisations.

Dr Alan Owen,
director of CUSP,
Robert Gordon University

The CUSP team have worked in remote areas of the country, such as coastal
and rural off-grid communities in Aceh, West Nusa Tenggara, and West Papua,
since 2011 to help build up the country’s science and innovation capacity, as well
as accelerating the implementation of a range of appropriate renewable energy
technology options in these remote areas.

—

RGU climbs the rankings
ROBERT Gordon University (RGU) in Aberdeen has performed well in the 2017
Guardian University Guide, securing joint top place in Scotland for graduate
prospects and a strong position in the subject league tables both in UK and
Scottish ranks.
RGU has been ranked first for four courses in Scotland – health professions;
journalism, publishing and public relations; architecture; and pharmacy – while
securing three subjects in the UK top 10.
RGU’s journalism, publishing and public relations course has been ranked second
in the UK, with its health professions named fifth and its law course coming in at
ninth.
The university has also made it into the top 20 in the UK for a number of courses
including art, social work, fashion and textiles, hospitality, event management,
accounting and finance, pharmacy, and accounting and finance.
Overall the university has moved up two places on last year to 44 in the UK and
up one place to seventh in Scotland.

—

Clean energy focuses on Aberdeen
ABERDEEN is continuing to prove a strong choice for energy-related events
having secured the 6th annual International Conference on Clean Energy (ICCE)
which is expected to attract 500 industry and academic delegates from the
clean and renewable energy industry to the city.
The conference will take place at Aberdeen Exhibition and Conference Centre
(AECC) on August 14-17 next year and will cover major industry themes.
Associate Dean for Research at Aberdeen Business School and local conference
chair, Professor David Gray, worked alongside Team Aberdeen, a collaboration
of expertise from Aberdeen City and Shire Councils, The University of Aberdeen,
AECC, Aberdeen International Airport, RGU and VisitAberdeenshire, to secure
the conference for the city.
Team Aberdeen support the conference bid by helping with conference
organisation, sourcing hotel accommodation and identifying superb venues for
the conference to take place in.
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ICCE received additional support from Aberdeen City Council and the
VisitAberdeenshire Subvention Fund which was match funded by VisitScotland’s
Conference Bid Fund with the aim to help attract more business tourism to
Scotland.
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Dual success for Ferguson Legal
FERGUSON Legal has been announced as AI’s (Acquisition International) Most
Innovative Law Firm in Scotland 2016 and managing director, Carole Ferguson
has been named Women in Law’s, Health & Safety Lawyer of the Year.
Carole is a dual-qualified solicitor and barrister and has worked on a number of
high-profile legal cases, including the Potters Bar rail crash and Ladbroke Grove
Rail incident.
Ferguson Legal has just launched a new service called Outsource which was
a contributory factor in her double awards success. The “on-demand” service,
offers the expertise of an in-house lawyer, without the commitment, for a fixed
cost per month.

—

Retail reward for Spotty Bag Shop
THE Spotty Bag Shop has been named Bespoke Retailer of the Year at the
Scottish Independent Retail Awards.
It is the second award in a few weeks for the Banff store, following success in
the recent Raring2Go awards when it was named Best Family Retailer/Shop.
The independent retail awards, now in its fifth year, aims to highlight the value of
independent retailers to the communities they operate in.
Spotty Bag owner Des Cheyne said: “This is a fantastic award to win and the fact
that it comes hard on the heels of the Raring2Go success is doubly gratifying. It
suggests that we are doing something right and again is testament to the hard
work of all the staff."

Carole Ferguson,
managing director,
Ferguson Legal
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Christopher Leigh
Why it’s a great time
for Scottish food
and drink producers
THE Scottish food and drink
industry has gone from strength
to strength and there are no signs
of it slowing down.
This time last year, it was announced
that Scottish food export figures
weren’t just good but record-breaking,
with figures surpassing the £1.1billion
mark.
It’s also been suggested that the
industry could create as many as
14,000 additional jobs by 2020 on top
of the 360,000 currently employed in
the sector.

by Christopher Leigh,
managing director,
John Ross Jr

With such a rich history, combined
with its position as home to so many
prominent, internationally renowned
food brands, Scotland has almost
become a food brand in its own right.
Whilst this boom in the Scottish food
and drink industry is down to a number
of factors including growing interest
from Asia – and China in particular –
there is one important element that
currently resonates across the globe:
provenance.
From a commercial perspective,
provenance is that key differentiator.
And when it comes to provenance,
John Ross Jr is fortunate in that it has
many strings to its bow.
We’re one of the last remaining
commercial smokehouses to use
traditional kilns and time-honoured
methods to smoke our salmon.
In fact, when it comes down to history
our kilns date back to 1857 and have
even been listed by Historic Scotland.
We have held the Royal Warrant for
over 25 years, supplying the Royal
Network of Kitchens, and we have
always been a family run business since
the day we first opened our doors.
The good news for Scotland and those
looking to source their products from
the country is that there are many
producers and manufacturers located
in and around the region that have a
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rich and authentic background; who,
like us, work tirelessly to not only create
the best products possible but also
promote everything that is good about
Scotland.
And it’s this message that goes a long
way overseas.
Our own exporting success is
testament to this, having won the
Queen’s Award for Enterprise:
International Trade 2016 earlier this
year following continued growth in
international sales over the last six
years and having developed an export
market that now covers over 30
countries.
For many international audiences
looking to source high-quality products
with provenance, being a Scottish food
producer is a mark of excellence, which,
if marketed properly, can not only
get your foot in the door of countless
territories across the globe but also
help take your business to the next
level.
Exporting can, for many, be a daunting
task. However with so much support
from organisations such as the UKTI,
it doesn’t have to be an overwhelming
undertaking.
From planning the logistics required to
deliver to multiple countries through to
the importance of understanding the
cultural values of the country you’re
looking to export to, there is so much
help at hand.
My advice, having overseen our
export strategy grow from just an
idea to a rapidly growing international
programme, is to embrace the
opportunity that international sales
represents, do your research and work
hard to establish a strong reputation
overseas.
But most importantly of all is to not
forget that being a Scottish food
producer now, more than ever before,
not only speaks volumes but is also
something to be hugely proud of.
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John Hartson visits CLAN
FORMER Celtic, Arsenal and West Ham striker John Hartson has visited CLAN
House base in Aberdeen’s Westburn Road.
John, who has experienced cancer, took time out of his schedule to see firsthand the services and facilities the charity provides, speaking with CLAN clients
and meeting some of the CLAN staff and volunteers who are based at the
facility.
After being diagnosed with testicular cancer when he was 31, John formed his
own charity, The John Hartson Foundation, in 2010, with the aim of increasing
awareness of testicular cancer and raising money to support others affected by
the illness.
John Hartson said: “During my visit to CLAN I was impressed by the range of
services provided by the organisation, across such a wide geographical area, and
was pleased to be able to spend some time chatting with individuals the charity
helps.”

—

Dr Colette Backwell, chief
executive, CLAN Cancer Support
and John Hartson

Linton & Mac proves “one to watch”
HAIR and beauty salon Linton & Mac was awarded with the “One to Watch”
award at The Look Awards 2016.
The specialised award identifies a rising star of the industry and was presented to
Linton & Mac in recognition of its successful launch and its high quality bespoke
offering.
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Refinery inspection contract for CAN
CAN Group has secured a contract to provide in-service inspection services at
one of the UK’s largest oil refineries.
The five-year contract is for Essar Oil (UK) Limited’s Stanlow refinery. The
Stanlow Manufacturing Complex is near Ellesmere Port in Cheshire and supplies
over 15% of the UK's road transport fuels.
This equates to an annual production of more than two billion litres of jet fuel,
three billion litres of petrol and three and a half billion litres of diesel.

Innes Walker,
group director,
CAN Group

Innes Walker, CAN group director, said: “Despite the challenging market
conditions in oil and gas, our integrated service offering and proven record of
delivering value for our customers has enabled us to secure significant new
business within the upstream and downstream industry in recent months,
covering operator assets offshore and onshore. This has enabled us to maintain
stability within our highly experienced 900-strong workforce."

—

Confidence remains low in oil and gas sector
THREE in four North Sea oil and gas contractors are less confident about their
prospects than they were a year ago, according to a new industry report.
Seventy-five per cent of contractors surveyed said they were less confident in
their prospects on the UK Continental Shelf (UKCS) compared to just seven per
cent who are more confident.
The findings, from the 24th Oil and Gas Survey conducted by Aberdeen &
Grampian Chamber of Commerce in partnership with the Fraser of Allander
Institute and sponsored by law firm Bond Dickinson, also reveal a bleak
employment situation in the sector.
Oil and gas operators say they have seen a 15 per cent reduction in their UKbased headcount over the past 12 months and expect a further reduction of 17
per cent over the coming year.
While 42 per cent of firms in the sector cite increasing efficiency/productivity as
their main priority, one in four (23 per cent) cites cutting costs as their number
one priority. Just 14 per cent of contractors report they are working at or above
optimum levels in the UKCS, a huge decline since the 79 per cent reported just
three years ago.
Global pressures appear to be taking their toll on overseas operations as well,
with only one in four firms (27 per cent) working at or above optimum levels
overseas – an historic low.
Eighty-five per cent of contractors expect to increase their involvement in
decommissioning work over the next three to five years, up from 79 per cent in
the previous survey and the highest figure since this question was first asked in
2010.

—

8848 pipped to Scottish title
ABERDEEN’S 8848 Restaurant has been named runner up in the Scotland’s
Best Indian Restaurant category at the Scottish Entertainment and Hospitality
Awards.
Krish Bhetuwal, director at 8848 said: “Being nominated was a terrific
achievement for a restaurant that is just 16 months old, but to have closely
competed for the winner’s prize was beyond our expectations.”
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Krish Bhetuwal, director, Dipesh
Regmi, staff member, Machess
Bhattarai, head chef and Manoj
Neupane, director of 8848 Restaurant

The restaurant opened in January 2015 and offers an extensive menu of
traditional Indian and Nepalese cuisine with produce sourced from local suppliers
across the region.
8848 recently tasted its first awards success as when it won the Best of
Aberdeen at the Scottish Curry Awards.
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“Visitors to Scotland
spend 21% of their
budget on eating
and drinking which
averages £891million
a year”
Jo Robinson,
regional director for Aberdeen and
Aberdeenshire,
VisitScotland
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Making sure we
Taste Our Best

TASTING THEIR BEST
SERCO NorthLink Ferries is an outstanding
example of a company which buys local and
meets the Taste Our Best criteria and Peter
Hutchinson, customer service director, says it
wouldn’t make good sense to do anything else.

SCOTLAND is renowned the world over for its high
quality food and drink, and this is an integral part
of the visitor experience, but perhaps we are not
quite so good at letting people know where you
can enjoy it.

The vessels are supplied from Aberdeen and
Grampian, Orkney, Shetland and Caithness,
the four main areas of ferry operations and a
remarkable 85% comes from within 50 miles
of the ports in these regions. 90% of all his
requirements for “hotel services “– food, drink,
retail goods and services such as laundry – are
met from within Scotland.

It was for these reasons that, three years ago, VisitScotland
launched a joint initiative with the Scottish Government
called “Taste Our Best”.

“We use local producers such as Devenick
Dairy, Cambus O'May Cheese Co and Ola Oils in
Aberdeenshire.

The accreditation scheme is for any business with a food and
drink offering in which at least 40% of the items on the menu
are from Scotland.

“Our steaks and Viking burgers are Orkney beef,
our biscuits are made in Caithness and our fish
comes from Shetland.

Accredited businesses must also provide information about
the provenance of their produce and have staff who can
explain its origins.

Even though there some products which I have
to buy which unfortunately are not made locally,
100% of what I buy in food and drink is from local
wholesalers.

“Sampling traditional dishes and local produce is the second
top activity undertaken by visitors after ‘enjoying the scenery
and landscape’,” said Jo Robinson, VisitScotland regional
director for Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire.
“Visitors were often going into restaurants which were using
really good local produce in a meal of very high quality but
were not being informed of the story behind the produce –
by the staff, or by the menu.
“They were therefore missing out on appreciating their local
experience, and businesses were missing out on potential
sales.
“That was the main reason for launching Taste Our Best –
to celebrate those businesses which were promoting local
produce, and to encourage others.”

“It helps our business in a number of key areas.
“We are reinvesting in our local area and
supporting local businesses.
“If you have Orkney, Shetland and Aberdeen
produce on-board it will be seen by visitors as a
taste of the islands or a taste of the area before
people actually reach their destination so it’s
important for tourism.
“It would be illogical for me to be buying anything
other than local food when we have such a rich
larder of produce available on our doorstep.

The aim was to have 1,000 businesses in Scotland accredited
by the end of 2015 – Scotland’s Year of Food and Drink.

“I have worked all around the world in the
shipping industry and have never worked in an
area which has such a rich supply of high-quality
produce both in food and drink.

“We surpassed our target and the numbers continue to
grow,” Jo said.

“I’ve been here for 13 years now and we have been
building year-on-year the use of local producers.

“By the end of 2015, there were 87 premises with the award
in Aberdeen City and Shire – 71 in the shire and 16 in the city.”

“It is fundamental for Scotland’s reputation as
a land of food and drink and a destination for
excellent cuisine but it makes good business
sense because the research shows that the use of
local produce will actually increase your customer
satisfaction and indeed your revenue streams on
board.

There can be significant commercial advantages for those
who achieve the accreditation, which is free for businesses
already part of VisitScotland’s Quality Assurance scheme.
“Visitors to Scotland spend 21% of their budget on eating
and drinking which averages £891million a year,” she said. 
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“We are totally committed.”
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“The main reason for launching Taste
Our Best [was] to celebrate those
businesses which were promoting local
produce, and to encourage others”


“Our research shows that visitors are
willing to pay up to 15% more for food
that is of Scottish regional origin and
businesses promoting Scottish produce
typically enjoy up to 20% higher sales.
Jo Robinson
regional director of Aberdeen
and Aberdeenshire,
VisitScotland

“Taste Our Best accreditation is
open to hotels, B&B establishments,
cafés, takeaways, visitor attractions
– anywhere with a food and drink
offering.
“It is important to stress that this is not
all about selling haggis and traditional

Scottish goods – it is about the
ingredients.
“We recently welcomed the first Indian
restaurant, in Perth, to the scheme.
“Not only is the scheme beneficial
from a business point of view, it is also
valuable nationally.
“Providing visitor experiences that not
only meet expectations, but exceed
them, is crucial to developing a mustvisit, must-return destination – which is
what we are all striving for.”

TASTING THEIR BEST
Cilla Wood of Deeside Activity
Park said: “We were actually doing
everything required to meet the
Taste Our Best standard before it was
launched, but it has definitely helped
our business.
“We are farmers first and foremost, so
of course we want to be encouraging
everyone to buy local.
“Everything has to be local if possible
or at least Scottish because that will
help keep everyone in business around
about us.
Cilla Wood,
Deeside Activity Park

“We have our own cows, our own
butchery and we sell our own Cairnton
Aberdeen Angus beef in our farm shop.
“We only sell Sandy Ingram’s pork
because he is another local farmer
who is all about producing top quality
products.
“Our eggs come from Katy’s Eggs
down the road and the fruit and veg all
come from Turriff.
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“We list all our suppliers on the menu
for traceability.
“We achieved the award no problem,
because we are all about home cooking
and real food. We don’t do frozen chips
or chicken nuggets.
“Over the last year we have noticed
customers everywhere are buying more
local goods, looking for that traceability
factor.
“While before they might have come in
just for a special occasion roast, such
as Christmas, now they are coming in
for the family Sunday roast every week
and pick up steaks, mince and our own
homemade burgers.
“Here at the Park all through winter we
have our own Sunday carvery with our
own roast beef and all the trimmings.
“It makes such a difference being all
local products and it is very popular.
“Taste Our Best has definitely helped
our business.”
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Peppe Lepre

The changing faces
of the Aberdeen
restaurant scene…
WITH the Year of Food and
Drink now behind us, it is vital
to ensure that the key messages
are continually heralded by local
businesses around Scotland.
With Aberdeen’s current economic
climate experiencing a challenging
period, and many industries across the
North-east facing thought-provoking
times, it is crucial to recognise the
importance of local businesses in
driving our city forward.
The food and drink sector is one of the
largest growing industries in Scotland,
and with over 4,067 active restaurants
and eateries in Scotland in January
2016, showing an increase of over 330
from the previous year, it is clear it is
growing rapidly.
Aberdeen has a huge food and drink
hub, showcasing the outstanding larder
the North-east boasts.
Restaurant offerings have changed
fashionably over the past decade in the
North-east, and since establishing Ciao
Napoli in 2003, we have certainly seen
a huge difference in the industry.
With the addition of numerous
multinational fast-food takeaways
popping up in the city, chain
restaurants confusing the public with
their “traditional” offering of cuisines,
and the attitudes and habits of diners
changing, the industry has been faced
with many challenges.
Nowadays, individuals are much more
aware about what they are putting
in their mouths and using local, high
quality produce has never been more
important.

Nowadays, individuals are less likely
to eat out due to supermarket dine in
deals and other similar offers.
Restaurants used to form relationships
with their customers, putting that
personal spark into their work with
every customer, providing the highest
quality of service possible.
At Ciao Napoli, we feel it is important
to develop positive, friendly rapport
with all of our customers, and this is
something we are extremely passionate
about delivering; a true, authentic,
restaurant experience.
Aberdeen has a fantastic character,
which the food and drink industry
contributes to, so it is important that
the public help support local businesses
to safeguard the economy over the
coming years.

by Peppe Lepre,

owner and head chef,
Ciao Napoli

The city is vibrant and full of life, exactly
like the food and drink industry, and
boasts many businesses which are
flourishing in innovation, bringing a
wealth of new concepts to our fantastic
city.
I’ve worked for over 30 years as a chef
to get to where I am today and I still
strive to ensure that I learn something
new every day.
I have great relationships with all of my
customers and I very much hope that
Aberdeen can go back to the old days
when restaurant owners would know
every single diner in the restaurant
personally.
Food is like fashion, it goes through
different transitions and trends return
- I just hope this is one trend which
returns.

People used to go out for a leisurely
dinner and really indulge in the full
restaurant experience.
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The Locker Room

Newmachar Golf Club

The Locker Room, Aberdeen, located above Gamola Golf on
Market St is the ideal venue for your corporate team building event
or place to let off steam after a busy week in the office.

Newmachar Golf Club, located on the outskirts of Aberdeen,
boasts two excellent Dave Thomas designed 18 hole golf courses, a
driving range and short game practice green.

Featuring Aberdeen's only indoor golf simulators, you can play one
of up to 140 different golf courses from around the world, whilst
enjoying a drink and a bite to eat.

The ‘Hawkshill’ course opened in 1990 and in the relatively short
period since has hosted several major competitions including the
Scottish Seniors Open, Doug Sanders World Boys Championship,
Paul Lawrie Foundation Granite City Classic, Northern Open and
Scottish Assistants Championship.

The weather is always good and you don't have to worry about
losing any golf balls!
Suitable for all standards of player.
The Locker Room are able to cater for corporate events of any
size up to 140 people. Meeting rooms are also available for smaller
events requiring privacy.
Contact lockerroom@gamolagolf.co.uk or 01224 592900 for more
details.
Meldrum House Country Hotel & Golf Course
Award-winning Meldrum House boasts one of the finest private
members’ golf courses in Scotland.
The course, sculpted to perfection in Aberdeenshire’s breathtaking
scenery, is set in beautiful parkland.
Graeme Webster designed the course at Meldrum House with the
highest attention to detail and the greenkeepers pride themselves
in their meticulous standards. USGA-constructed, manicured
greens, crosscut fairways, water features, dog-legs and bunkers
are all expertly maintained to the highest level.

Peter Alliss commented that “the golf course at Hawkshill is
destined to become one of the top five inland courses in Britain”.
Although more forgiving than the Hawkshill course, the subtle
contours and well positioned bunkers on the ‘Swailend’ course
present every standard of golfer with a challenge and a degree of
fun that should not be underestimated.
You will receive a warm welcome in the clubhouse at Newmachar
with the attentive staff happy to look after the “inner man” in
relaxed and comfortable surroundings.
In addition our highly qualified PGA Professionals are on hand to
smooth out any wrinkles you may have with your game.
Golf Aberdeen manages four of the most picturesque public 18hole golf courses in the North-east of Scotland. Our courses offer
a golfing experience for all abilities.
Balnagask Golf course takes you around the coastline and offers
stunning scenery. Be sure to take time to absorb all this course has
to offer.

It’s a course for the most accomplished golfer or, with a choice
of tee positions, for golfers who want to take things a little more
leisurely.

King’s Links Golf Course is a traditional Scottish 18-hole Links
course. The golf course layout, incorporating the natural dunes,
provides a scenic, sheltered, enjoyable round of golf.

The Clubhouse's luxurious lounge provides the perfect setting
to relax before or after your game with panoramic views over
the 1st, 17th and 18th holes. There is also a newly refurbished Pro
shop, open to the public, with a wide range of golf clothing and
equipment.

MacKenzie Championship Course was originally designed by the
world renowned Dr Alister MacKenzie, the head architect behind
among others, Augusta National, the home of the Masters.

There is an outstanding teaching academy with a practice range,
dedicated pitching green and a Trackman system to analyse your
swing. The Head Pro, Neil Marr, is ranked amongst the UK’s top 25
golf coaches by Golf Monthly magazine.
For more details on membership of Meldrum House Golf Course
log onto www.meldrumhouse.com/golf or call 01651 873553.

Hazlehead Pines has a more open aspect than the neighbouring
MacKenzie Course. Its beautiful scenery also grants a perfect
setting for golf.
You are never more than 10 minutes away from a Golf Aberdeen
course whilst in the City.
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Future leaders identified in programme
A PIONEERING programme to connect and develop future oil and gas leaders
has been launched in partnership with Scottish Enterprise and Energise
Associates.
The “Oil and Gas Future Industry Leader Programme” will work with a crossindustry group of capable and determined individuals who are passionate about
the sector.
The programme has been designed specifically to support lasting and
sustainable change in Scotland’s oil and gas industry, to ensure long-term
opportunities for those with the drive and determination to make an impact.

Dorothy Burke,
principal consultant,
Energise

Centred on a three-day residential leadership retreat, complemented by oneto-one coaching sessions and a leadership workshop, delegates will tackle
current challenges and make a practical difference to their organisation as well
as forming long-term collaborative relationships with other high potentials in the
industry.
The programme is open to supervisory, managerial or senior technical individuals
based in Scotland, from companies in oil and gas and support companies and
organisations of all sizes. To register your interest for future programmes, visit
www.filp.scot

—

Cornerstone respite services recognised
MORAY respite care services run by social care charity Cornerstone have been
awarded the highest grades possible in their latest Care Inspectorate reports.
The Birchview and Doocot View respite units in Elgin and Buckie provide a
respite service to adults with a learning disability and aim to deliver high-quality,
supportive respite in a relaxed and friendly environment.
In their latest Care Inspectorate inspections, the services received grade 6
“excellent” across all areas.

—

RCP links up with Accumulators Inc
RIG Control Products (RCP), which is headquartered in Aberdeen and also has
an office and workshop in Singapore, has partnered with Accumulators Inc.
following discussions with the company during OTC in Houston.
The new business alliance will see RCP (Aberdeen & Singapore) provide
Accumulators Inc. with a European and South-east Asian distribution channel for
the support and supply of its products across these regions.

—

Safety awards open for entries
EMPLOYERS and training providers working to achieve the highest safety
standards in the oil and gas industry are being invited to submit their
nominations for the seventh annual OPITO Safety and Competency Awards
2016.
The accolades will be presented at the OPITO Safety and Competence
Conference (OSCC) held at The Royale Chulan, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, on
November 16.
These awards recognise companies which are committed to building a safe and
competent workforce through OPITO standards.
Entries can be made online at www.opito.com/oscc-conference by Friday,
August 19. An independent judging panel of industry leaders will score each
entry according to the agreed criteria.
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Finalists will be announced by Friday, September 16.

“You find out a lot more
about your clients by
visiting their workplace”
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Balmoral Fillet beats the rest
SCOTLAND’S largest producer of traditional Scottish smoked salmon, John Ross
Jr (Aberdeen) Ltd, won the Fish and Seafood Award at the Scotland Food &
Drink Excellence Awards 2016 for its premium Balmoral Fillet product.
The awards aim to highlight business excellence, innovation and best practice
across the Scottish food and drink industry and the judging panel decided that
John Ross Jr’s Balmoral Fillet, regarded by many as “the jewel of the smoked
salmon crown,” is “a fantastic tasting product that’s rich in colour and that has a
well-balanced smoke with salt and sweet notes coming through.”
The award was presented to Christopher Leigh, John Ross Jr’s managing
director, by Simon Rimmerand, presenter of C4’s Sunday Brunch, at the
Edinburgh International Conference Centre.

—

Collaboration growing in North Sea
RESULTS of a survey on collaboration between operator companies in the North
Sea oil and gas industry and the wider supply chain indicate that the sector is
heading in the right direction and becoming more collaborative.

The Balmoral Fillet lifted the Fish and
Seafood Award at the Scotland Food
& Drink Excellence Awards

Receiving direct feedback from companies in the supply chain about their
dealings with all major operators across the North Sea, the survey found that on
a scale of 1 to 10, the Operator Collaboration Index score has moved from 5.9 to
6.7 between summer of 2015 and March 2016.
This strongly suggests operators are becoming more collaborative with the
wider supply chain.
Oil & Gas UK’s Efficiency Task Force launched the Industry Behaviours Charter
at the end of 2015 – a collective commitment to encourage companies in the
offshore industry to make a collective commitment to work effectively, efficiently
and co-operatively.
In order to take an informed view on how industry is performing against
the principles set out in the Charter, Oil & Gas UK commissioned Deloitte to
reposition its independent Collaboration Index to review where the sector is
successful and where it needs to improve.

—

New service combines HR and PR
LAW firm Aberdein Considine has announced a joint venture with a
communications agency Citrus:Mix to offer a unique new support service to
businesses.
They are collaborating to launch “empower,” which will offer users a blend of HR,
employment law and PR support under one roof.
The new service has been launched in Aberdeen and will roll out across Scotland
later this year.
The service is being led by Aberdein Considine partners Rob Aberdein and SallyAnne Ogilvie, who specialises in employment law.
Mr Aberdein said that with the depressed oil price continuing to put financial
pressure on many companies in the North-east of Scotland, empower offers a
low cost alternative to in-house departments.
“In the current climate, not everyone can justify employing full time lawyers or
HR professionals,” he said.
“Developing a heavyweight marketing function in-house can be expensive
and when you have something you want to shout about most PR agencies will
require a fixed recurring retainer.
“empower has been designed to offer a cost-effective and cost certain solution
for growing businesses, or even those looking for an outsourced solution.”
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Business
Bites
Changing views
on hospitality
by Brian Wilson
BY THE time this is published, the
EU referendum will, mercifully, be
behind us.

And remember - the great thing about
“trade” of any kind is that it works both
ways.

Whatever side one was on, we now have
to live with the outcome and some of
the antagonisms and prejudices that
were stirred up in the process.

As well as importing chefs and waiters,
we should also be exporting them.

For example, I wonder how often those
who are hostile to immigration ask
themselves the fairly basic question:
“What would we eat if it wasn’t for
immigrants?”.
A quick check on TripAdvisor tells me
that 15 of their top 20 restaurants in
Aberdeenshire specialise in “foreign”
cuisine.
Indian, Mexican, Mediterranean, Thai,
Italian, French … they’re all there and we
are much the richer for that diversity.
Theoretically, of course, Aberdonians
could cook the curries or the mezzes or
the linguine. But it wouldn’t be quite the
same outcomes, I suspect.
Then there’s the question of who serves
us our food.

Brian Wilson
looks at the
issues facing
North-east
business. A
journalist and
former Labour
MP, he held five
ministerial posts
including UK
Energy Minister.
He is now a
UK Business
Ambassador,
and chairman
of Harris Tweed
Hebrides
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I make a habit of asking the waiters and
waitresses where they come from.
Romania, Bulgaria and Spain seem to be
favourite just now – and thank goodness
for them.
Polite, helpful young people who do
not seem to think that providing good
service is beneath their dignity – what is
there not to like?
These are the practicalities of
immigration and free movement of
people within Europe, far more than the
negative stereotypes we recently heard
so much about.
As you can probably guess, I hope we
will continue to welcome such people to
our shores and thereby enhance their life
opportunities as well as our own social
mix.

The hospitality industry is global and
anyone who can acquire the necessary
skills has the potential to market them
around the world (so long as nobody
puts up barriers).
I was involved for a few years with an
excellent and humbling project run by
Diageo, called “Learning for Life” which
I first came across in Venezuela and has
since been rolled out in quite a few of
the countries where the drinks giant has
a presence, including Scotland.
The idea is to take young unemployed
people from communities in which the
company operates, give them high
quality training in the hospitality industry
and help them to find initial jobs as the
starting point for their careers.
Many of the participants have had
difficult backgrounds but the success
rate is strikingly high.
We need to get away from the idea of
“service” jobs being at the low end of the
market.
The hospitality industry is one of the
world’s biggest growth sectors.
Skills acquired here can pretty
much ensure life-long employment
opportunities both at home and abroad.
That’s the way we should sell it to our
own young people.
Instead of putting up barriers, let’s aim
for more Scottish chefs in Paris, Scottish
waiters in Bucharest and Scottish bartenders in New York.
To punch our weight in that global
village, we first need to get attitudes
right at home.
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Baking up a
fresh perspective
IT’S over 40 years since Helen
Dean began baking her meltin-the-mouth shortbread in her
Huntly kitchen to help raise funds
for the local pipe band, where her
husband Bill was Drum Major.
Although Helen’s much-loved
shortbread recipe remains unchanged,
the business has recently undergone
a major rebranding exercise and is
now rolling out a much fresher, more
contemporary look across its entire
product range.
Reflecting on this, and having overseen
brand refreshes in the past (this will be
our fourth in the company’s history),
it is clear to see the importance of
branding when it comes to food,
particularly with this most recent
exercise which has seen us position the
product as the hero and put it centre
stage on our packaging.
In conducting a branding exercise, it
is hugely important that appropriate
research is carried out, whether that is
across competitors and the industry or
with consumers.
We regularly invest in research to
establish exactly what our brand is
communicating to our customers, and
how we might want to make our brand
message stronger.
This feedback is vital and results
are always very interesting – clearly
showing what resonates with
consumers and what is important to
them when purchasing.

themselves by moving them centre
stage.
When developing or refreshing any
brand, it is vital to work with a design
team that understands and resonates
with your brand and products and the
messaging and proposition that you are
building around it.
We have worked closely with the same
agency since the very early days and
they understand the Dean’s brand
inside and out.
As well as creating a cleaner, fresher
design with much improved on-shelf
impact, they put great emphasis on
creating excellent product photography
– the product is now the “hero”, which
is exactly what our customers were
looking for.

by Siobhan Ingram,
brand manager,
Dean's of Huntly

As well as moving a brand forward
with a refreshed look and feel, it is
also important to consider the brand
evolution.
Again, following market research,
we understood that Dean’s was still
recognised for its strong family values
and, with the family business still firmly
behind us, we wanted to incorporate
this into the brand message – reflecting
the company as it is handed down to
the next generation.
Since Dean’s began, all pack designs
have included a small illustration of
Helen Dean in her kitchen with a quote
from her about her recipes.

We conduct thorough research every
seven years.

We have subtly altered this illustration
to include our managing director Bill
Dean (Helen’s son), as a young boy, in
the kitchen with his mum.

It is important to ask customers for
their views, as the messages we are
trying to give with our branding may be
interpreted differently.

The accompanying quotation now
comes from Bill as he talks about
his memories of his mum baking
shortbread.

Our most recent research has provided
us with a clear direction for moving the
brand forward – maintaining the strong,
premium, family brand values, but
placing the emphasis on the products

It’s a genuine story of the passing of
skills down through the generations,
family connections that are an essential
part of Dean’s brand heritage.
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Post Panama Leak…
Anything to declare?
The Panama Papers scandal has
brought fresh attention to offshore tax
evasion. Although offshore structures
are perfectly legitimately used by many,
evidently there are some that use such
territories to assist with tax evasion.

by Stuart Petrie,
Private Client Tax Senior
Manager at Anderson
Anderson & Brown LLP,
Chartered Accountants

HMRC have attempted to bring UK
taxpayers back into the system with
various offshore disclosure facilities, but
these all came to an end in 2015. HMRC
are now considering a final disclosure
facility, and we expect many will take
this last opportunity to review their tax
affairs, mainly in view of the following:
The continuously changing and
increasingly complex UK tax
legislation - Recent examples of tax
changes include significant changes
to the taxation of UK resident nondomiciled individuals, UK property and
offshore trusts among others. This
does mean that even professional tax
advice taken many years ago may no
longer be valid.
Increased global tax transparency
means HMRC will have more data than
ever before - By the end of 2017/18
there will be the automatic exchange
of financial information between the
UK and over 90 countries. There will
also be a register for beneficial owners
of companies and HMRC’s ability to
collect and handle this large amount of
data via its ‘Connect’ computer will be
much greater.
Last opportunity to come forward to
HMRC – We expect a final disclosure
opportunity to be opened during 2016.
Whilst the terms are understood to
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be less favorable than some previous
opportunities, HMRC will still expect
a significant uptake and will look to
come down hard on those who don’t
disclosure when they should have.
There will be a higher cost to getting
it wrong in future - HMRC have already
announced increased tax related
penalties for offshore offences, in
some cases up to 200% of the tax due.
HMRC have also made it clear they
will look to increase the number of tax
related prosecutions, both in relation to
overseas and UK tax matters.
What options are available now?
– Despite all of the above, there are
still opportunities available to make
overseas voluntary disclosures outside
of the HMRC campaigns, and the
potential tax & penalty savings to
be made can be significant when
compared to the position once HMRC
commence a formal tax enquiry.
With regards to UK tax related
matters, many voluntary disclosure
facilities are still available, with HMRC
campaigns in respect of Property,
Credit Card and Second Incomes still
live. Most importantly, even within these
campaigns there are opportunities
to voluntarily disclose additional
tax irregularities, as many of these
campaigns do have a large degree of
flexibility included.
Therefore, if after reviewing your affairs
you realise a disclosure is required
all is not lost, but with the enquiry
landscape changing prompt action is
certainly recommended…

What makes your company, and what you do,
unique?
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Business lessons
I’ve learned

First and foremost, our team is what makes Citrus:Mix unique – we are
very proud of the blend of skills, experience and expertise we have under
one roof, across PR, creative marketing, digital, emergency response and
communication training.

Paul Smith,

managing director,
Citrus:Mix

Citrus:Mix provides a range of
services across creative marketing,
digital, PR, ER and communication
training. The Aberdeen-based team
works across a growing range of
sectors from oil and gas, retail,
property and professional services
to construction and the third sector.

The approach we have developed to integrated communication is the
other key to setting us apart in a very competitive and fast moving sector,
something we have worked hard to define and refine over a number of years.
The mix will continue to evolve and that’s the exciting part of what we do.

What makes a good leader?
I’ve always admired the ability to lead by example. I grew up around
professional sport and spent a large part of my career as a journalist in that
environment, with some obvious parallels between the sporting world and
business.
The best managers and captains are very rarely those who shout the loudest,
more often than not they are the ones who take a step back and see the
bigger picture. I find the whole concept of leadership and coaching intriguing
- I’ve even written books on the subject!

If you could make one thing happen tomorrow that
would benefit North-east Scotland, what would it
be and why?
More a case of something we should have done in the past – it would be
great to rewind a few years and be better prepared for what lay ahead.
I don’t think anyone could argue that as a region we were well placed to deal
with the downturn in oil and gas we are experiencing at present. Hindsight is
a wonderful thing, but if more robust foundations were put in place during
the good times there would have been far less pain when the difficulties
struck.
That said, I would like to think lessons have been learned and the North-east
can come through the other side stronger for the experiences of the past
few years.

How do you generate innovative thinking from
within your company?
Working in the creative sector, innovation runs right through the agency and
it is an important part of our work every day.
Our approach to what we do has creativity at its core and everyone has a big
part to play in the process.
We have a fantastic group of people pulling in the same direction, so there’s
never a shortage of fresh thinking. Working in an open plan setting is also a
major advantage and we recently reshaped the layout – it’s amazing how a
small change can make a big difference to the way ideas flow.
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Policy
Update
Chamber calls for immediate
50% cut in Air Passenger Duty
THE Chamber has called for the
Scottish Government to implement
an immediate 50% reduction in Air
Passenger Duty (APD) and to clarify
when they will abolish the tax.
Following the devolution of APD to
Scotland as part of the Smith Commission
recommendations, the Scottish Government
published a consultation about how they will
implement their planned 50% reduction in
the duty.
Following input from members, the Chamber
has asked for an immediate reduction of
APD and a change in the levy bandings.
These changes would recognise the critical
role of air travel and the need to protect key
routes in the North-east, where no suitable
rail alternatives are viable. We have asked for:

Join the conversation
@chambertalk

- A zero-level APD banding for air journeys
which take more than four hours by land
and cover a distance of more than 350
miles. This would mean passengers from
airports north of Dundee would not pay
APD when taking an internal UK flight
beyond the Central Belt of Scotland.
- A standard rate for passengers flying on
“economy and economy plus” type tickets
flights from Scottish airports south of
Dundee, the rest of the UK and Europe.
- The Scottish Government to come to an
agreement with the UK Government on the
issue of connection flights, where
passengers currently not flying
on a codeshare airline into
another UK airport pay APD
twice.
The Scottish Government
has also stated that
they will remove APD
completely “when public
finances allow”.
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The Chamber recommended that the
Scottish Government take a view that
“public finances allow” when a business case
demonstrates that the income generated via
additional tourism spend and/or international
trade activity, which would have not
occurred while APD was in place, matches
the current income APD would have raised
for Scotland.
At that point the Scottish Government
simply has a cash flow issue to manage and
should have no reason to continue levying
APD.
In addition, the Chamber has cautioned
against the introduction of a replacement
tax, which would defeat the purpose of
eliminating APD and perpetuate its negative
effects: lower economic growth for the
tourism sector and discouraging visitors to
Scotland.
In the Chamber’s view, the elimination of
APD would have a positive economic impact
and improve Scotland’s competitiveness in
the global tourism market.
A new tourism tax?
The policy team is seeking views from
members in relation to the taxation of the
tourism sector.
Over recent years the idea of some form
of “tourism tax” has been mooted at both
a local and national level. Edinburgh City
Council has now proposed a visitor levy
which looks likely to be implemented.
The team would be interested in hearing
from members about whether they would
support a tourism tax and how taxation of
the whole tourism sector could be used to
benefit the sector itself.
If you wish to give us your views, contact
Rachel Elliott at rachel.elliott@agcc.co.uk or
01224 343925.
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Nicola Currie

The power of
face-to-face meetings
WE ARE in a digital age
with multiple software
solutions, where long distance
communication by conference
call or email has become the
norm for many organisations.
However, I prefer “relationship
business”.
I feel it is important to make the
investment in time and money to
physically visit your prospect or client
rather than opting for a virtual meeting,
as if it does come down to the wire,
they will always remember the person
that took the time to visit them.
In the line of business that I operate in,
it’s all about physical samples of work
for the customer to see.
I always make sure to show relevant
previous work that Paragon Service
Point has produced to help create a
bespoke solution for a client, rather
than just suggesting the first option
that springs to mind.
My background in graphic design,
and career so far in the print
industry, has really helped here as I’m
genuinely interested in giving clients
the opportunity to see, touch and
experience what our organisation is
capable of.
Scientifically speaking, meeting in
person allows for increased eye
contact, which builds increased trust
and encourages people to confide in
and co-create with their peers.
Meanwhile, reading body language can
enable you to see how well your pitch
is going – are they frowning or are they
leaning in to hear more?
Are they offering up information about
their business future plans or is there an
awkward silence?
Body language plays an important
part in communication and cuts down
the risk of misunderstandings or

miscommunication; it’s also something
we cannot track in phone conversation
or on an email thread.
I’ve found that when you visit a client’s
offices, you often get a feel of their
working environment and how they
operate on a daily basis.
You find out a lot more about your
clients by visiting their workplace, and
it also helps you to understand the
company dynamics and how your
services can “fit”, enabling you to
communicate more effectively and
deliver the appropriate solutions to
their needs.
Often many insights can be made
just by the “small talk” made at the
beginning of a meeting.

by Nicola Currie,

sales executive,
Paragon Service Point

By taking the time to learn more about
each other and sharing skills and
requirements, it can highlight a number
of potential gaps where you can add
extra value.
There are many new technologies out
there for when it’s not possible for a
face-to-face meeting, such as Skype,
Citrix or even just email.
Here at Paragon Service Point we are
a global company that embraces new
technology and use collaboration tools
on a daily basis.
However meeting face-to-face remains
my favourite part of the job - I enjoy
building working relationships with my
clients, rather than just offering a oneoff job and then not speaking to the
person again.
I find it easier to learn more about my
prospective customer in person to offer
ways to grow their business for the
long term.
So my advice is; take the time to meet
face to face to get the most out of your
business relationships for both you
and your client, and bring something
tangible to share when you do!
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STORAGE
FEATURE
Business start-ups follow US trend
In order to avoid unaffordable warehouse costs, business start-ups in Aberdeen
are following an innovative US storage trend.
Storage companies started in the US in the 1970s, and the concept has grown in
the UK over the past 20 years.
Simply Self Storage in Aberdeen, which has a 75,000 sq ft facility in Mugiemoss
Road, has seen great success since it opened in 2006, with domestic customers
and businesses of all sizes. A second site in south Aberdeen is due to open in
2017.
For sole traders, a reception desk taking deliveries and a warm, well lit
environment offers a different prospect to dark, damp shipping containers.
Scandinavian home furnishings importer Liselotte Osugo of Urban Outline,
rented a second room to make room for her seasonal ornaments. “My business
is not big enough to warrant renting a warehouse. Self storage gives me the
flexibility to expand when I need to.”
Jon Wilson, operations director from Simply Self Storage said: “Small businesses
often grow from one unit into several rooms before venturing out to their own
property. The flexibility and security we offer enables them to meet customer
needs and keep costs to a minimum. It just makes sense.”

Flexistore convenience on offer
Flexistore, a UK-based mobile self storage company with a base in Portlethen,
Aberdeen, offers convenient short and long-term storage for businesses,
students and residential customers.
Mike Duthie, owner of Flexistore Aberdeen, says: “We have a wide variety of
customers – we help anyone that has more stuff than space. It is our number
one priority to fully understand each customer’s requirements, and develop the
perfect solution for them.
“What sets Flexistore apart is that we're mobile. We deliver a secure storage
vault to a customer’s door, the customer loads and locks it, we pick it up, store
it in our secure warehouse, then bring it back when they need it. Access to their
goods whilst in store is easy and free of charge.
“Business storage is particularly popular, and these customers are so wide
ranging. Some customers use Flexistore as a key part of their business, for
example as the delivery point for all their stock, or for storing surplus stock.
Others are expanding, downsizing or moving offices, and many use us for secure
archiving and records management. It can be the ideal cost-effective solution for
businesses.”
For more information about Flexistore, please email Aberdeen@flexistore.co.uk
or call 01224 870000.

STORAGE
FEATURE
Your storage needs are closer to home than you think
As one of the oldest companies in the world, The Shore Porter’s Society’s
experience in secure storage is second to none.
Located in the very heart of Aberdeen, close to the city’s vibrant port, its
Bannermill Storage Facility provides exceptional storage options and has space
for nearly 2,500 pallets of items; this equates to an incredible 15,300 sq ft of
racked storage. The complex also benefits from a purpose-designed stock
software system, assuring clients that their goods are in the safest of hands.
Alongside its other storage facilities within the city, the company has a total
capacity of over 212,000 sq ft, with space for a diverse range of industrial
materials including product packaging, drill pipes and chemicals.
Shore Porters has also continually invested in the tools of its trade, meaning that
its fleet of over 35 removal vehicles is one of the largest, most modern – and
most familiar – of its kind in the UK.
This, coupled with the easy access to its Bannermill facility along with its close
proximity to Aberdeen Harbour and the city’s main routes both north and south,
ensures that the storage and transportation of your goods is as efficient and
stress-free as possible.
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Chamber finds
the Y Factor
THE search is over for the school with
the “Y Factor”.
Alford Academy was last month named
as the successful team in a Chamber
competition aimed at helping young people
understand the importance of financial
planning.
Their winning business plan centred around
launching a mobile app called Foodzstuff
which features recipes and advice, as well as
where to buy local produce.
Schools across the North-east took part in
the competition organised by the Chamber’s
finance network which takes its name from
the "Y" for the youth population at which it is
aimed and the "why" financial planning is so
critical.
Each participating school put forward a
team of four to six students who drew up a
business plan for any business - a completely
new one or one which already exists.
A Dragon’s Den style presentation was made
by the three finalists from Alford, Robert
Gordon’s College and the Gordon Schools in
Huntly in front of members from the finance
network.
Teresa Bremner, membership network
manager for the Chamber and finance
network co-ordinator, said: “We are all really
pleased with the results of the Y Factor.
“The level of detail, the obvious amount of
work and just the sheer enthusiasm of the
pupils was amazing.

“We asked the finalists why they had chosen
to get involved with the project and were
surprised – and delighted – when they told
us that at some point they’d like to start their
own businesses.

The Alford Academy
Foodzstuff team with
judges Steven Robertson,
Ian Marr and Louise Smith

“The standard of entries exceeded all our
expectations and we’re glad to report that
there are some really talented and confident
students out there.”
Each team was provided with a mentor,
who talked through subjects like managing
company finances, product development,
how to put together a marketing plan and
budgeting.
The three finalist pitches included the
Foodzstuff app idea from the Alford
Academy team, coffee cubes for
refreshment on the move from the Robert
Gordon’s College business Cuba, and The
Big Picture, a photo booth venture proposed
by the Gordon Schools in Huntly.
Christine McLennan, Aberdeenshire Council
Enterprise Development Officer said: "The
Y Factor promotes the financial sector
for school-age pupils and helps pupils
develop skills in product development, time
management, creative thinking, problemsolving and teamwork using a real life
context.
"It is an example of collaboration between
industry and education where work done
in business studies, personal and social
education and maths meets the real life
world of commerce and finance.”
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What do you miss most
about school dinners?
“I WAS quite daunted by the prospect of school dinners, until I realised the school
cooks could actually make the best custard in the universe and I was hooked.
Lunch was a timewaster that stood between me and my jam sponge with custard.
“School dinners also gave me a taste of how amusing a food fight can be and
to this day my bucket list contains a request for a perfectly civilised dinner party
to be transformed into a full blown food fight with cream pies and chicken
drumsticks flying through the air.

Professor Gary McEwan,
chief executive,
Elevator UK

“My school dinners also gave me my most humiliating moment, when Mr
McFarlane, the self-styled Hitler of Bankhead Primary, frogmarched me out of the
dining room in front of hundreds of silent pupils for daring to wear my football
boots while dining. Forced to eat my custard on the cold steps outside was a
salutary lesson in the sartorial elegance required for the school dining room.”

“WHAT do I miss the most you mean?
Several contenders for this award, like rushing up to get the skin off the custard
pudding … or getting a second helping of custard or second helpings of anything
for that matter.
But the thing I miss the most has to be the hot dogs with a glass of cold fresh milk
on a Friday. Fantastic.

Howard Hughes, ,

Luckily at Lochter, head chef Bruce prepares homemade custard, not to mention
all the other amazing dishes that more than make up for the fighting over that last
hot dog at school.”

manager,
Lochter Activity Centre

“WHAT I miss most about school dinners isn't the meals themselves, although
Banff Primary School dinners weren't so bad. I would race to the canteen to try
to be one of the first in the queue then get the turkey dinosaurs and jelly piece
wolfed down quickly so that my wee friends and I could hit the playground.

Meghan Hutcheon, ,
business development and
marketing executive,
The Spotty Bag Shop
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We made sure to make each minute left of that lunch hour count. Endless games
of British bulldog and chaseys. Putting Spice Girls and S Club 7 to shame with our
versions of Wannabe and Reach. Smashing the record of the most 'skips' when
we competed with the double-skipping ropes. Making the longest daisy chains
ever. We had so much fun in that playground, food was the last thing on my mind.
Oh how times have changed - I would have the pink angel delight with sprinkles
any day of the week now.”

CO2 storage viable
A REPORT produced for the Energy Technologies
Institute (ETI) has confirmed that there are no
technical hurdles to permanently and safely
storing large quantities of carbon dioxide deep
underground off the coast of the UK.
There is also the potential that these sites in the
North Sea could be developed to provide a CO2
storage hub for CO2 emissions from mainland
Europe, enhancing their economic attractiveness.
The report was produced by a consortium led
by Aberdeen-based consultancy Pale Blue Dot
Energy working with Axis Well Technology
and Costain. It follows a 12-month project
commissioned and delivered by the ETI and
funded by the Department of Energy and Climate
Change.
Key findings of the report include:
• The UK Continental Shelf can provide a vast
national offshore CO2 storage resource, which
can be made readily available without having
to undertake extensive appraisal programmes
thanks to decades of oil and gas exploration
and development activity.
• The five sites studied in detail are suitable for
storing CO2 emissions from both power and
industry projects around the UK.
• Only two of the five sites would need further
appraisal drilling before any investment
decision was made
The report “Progressing Development of the UK’s
Strategic Carbon Dioxide Storage Resource” along
with detailed technical reports for the five selected
storage sites are available at: http://www.eti.co.uk/
project/strategic-uk-ccs-storage-appraisal/
—

Top tweets
James Dunphy @JamesDunphy
Delighted to be on the judging
panel for @chambertalk @
AGCCevents #NSBAwards. A
great way to recognise excellence
in business #TimeToShine
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A month in social media...

Andrew Ferguson
@Andrewferguson_

Great morning with
@AGCCevents @chambertalk
getting set for the
#ultimatebusinessshow in
#Aberdeen, we
@HutcheonMearns are exhibiting

Danwood Highland
@DanwoodHighland

@chambertalk @AGCCevents cant
wait to see you all and to see what
the other exhibitors have in store for
the day #TUBS2016 #aberdream

FierceBeer
@fiercebeerco

Tonight...6.30...tapping our first
beers from the new brewery
@CASCbar. Momentous times!
@chambertalk

Ian MacIntosh
@ianmacintosh

@ExselGroup Aberdeen are
delighed to now be members of
AGCC @chambertalk #ultimate
#business #network

Statoil moves to Kingswells
STATOIL has moved to its new Statoil House on
the Prime Four Business Park at Kingswells.
The new building serves as the operations centre
and head office for Statoil’s development and
production activities in the UK and Ireland.
In addition to office space and meeting rooms for
more than 200 staff, the building is equipped with
bespoke integrated operations rooms designed
to promote and clarify communications and
understanding between on and offshore personnel
in real time.
Technology and collaboration tools in these rooms
are aimed at maximising efficiency, as well as
allowing personnel to focus on key issues, such as
safety, environment, operations and asset integrity.
Statoil was established in Aberdeen in 2013,
following the final investment decision for the
Statoil operated Mariner field development.

Join the coversation
@chambertalk
@AGCCevents
@AGCCresearch
@AGCCtraining

#WellConnected
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Training
Calendar
July
Date

Course

20
Wed

Project Management - The Fundamentals
Understand the typical life cycle of a project, the role of the manager,
team and stakeholders

20
Wed

Customer Service Excellence
Excel at customer service, both internal and external

21
Thu

Supervisor's Next Steps
The next stage for supervisors who have already developed and
embedded the basics

28
Thu

Conflict Management
Gain a clear understanding of conflict management to manage,
resolve and prevent conflict

August
Date

Course

9
Tue

Finance for Projects
Get 'hands on' Excel and use Earned Value to monitor costs

9
Tue

Writing Compelling Web Content
Impress your audience and make them take action

10
Wed

Doing Business in the Middle East
Understand the Middle East business culture and win contracts

16
Tue

Train the Trainer
If you run training course, or coach on a one-to-one basis, them
improve your technique

23
Tue

Essential Supervisory Skills
Bridging the gap between doing and supervising

What will you do
with up to £200
for learning or
training?
Get up to £200 towards the
cost of learning or training
with an SDS Individual
Learning Account (ILA)

Contact us for more
information
T 01224 343917
E training@agcc.co.uk

Vocational
Qualifications

Date

Course

Scottish Vocational
qualifications are based on
standards of work-based
competence, designed
by Sector Skills Council in
partnership with industry and
awarding bodies. There are no
tests or exams, competence
is assessed in the candidate's
own workplace.

6
Tue

Essential Management Skills (2 days)
New managers or managers who need to refresh or develop their
skills

FOR MORE INFORMATION
vqs@agcc.co.uk
www.agcc.co.uk

7
Wed

Advanced Negotiation Skills (2 days)
Turn difficult scenarios into opportunities

12
Mon

Advanced Management Skills (2 days)
Engage and inspire your team to deliver improved performance

21
Wed

Finance for Non Finance Managers (2 days)
Understand financial accounts, balance sheets, profit and loss, and
management accounts

September

For full course
listings visit
www.agcc.co.uk/courses

For more information
Susan Staniforth
T 01224 343917
E training@agcc.co.uk
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July
Date

Event

Time

1
Fri

Arts at the heart of business
Village the Hotel Club, Aberdeen

7am - 9am

1
Fri

Vanguard Lunch INVITATION ONLY
The Caledonian Hotel, Aberdeen

12pm - 3pm

7
Thu

Lunch with the President INVITATION ONLY
MacDonald Pittodrie House Hotel,
Aberdeenshire

12pm - 3pm

Judy Murray
On Leadership

EVENTS CALENDAR | JULY 2016

Events
Calendar

August
Date

Event

Time

17
Wed

Third Sector Network Meeting MEMBERS ONLY
Anderson Anderson & Brown, Aberdeen

10am - 12pm

19
Fri

Going Global with an Asian Focus
Aker Solutions, Aberdeen

11.45am - 2pm

24
Wed

Business Breakfast
Aker Solutions, Aberdeen

7am - 9am

25
Thu

Property Survey Launch
The Capitol, Aberdeen

31
Wed

Speed Networking
Village the Hotel Club, Aberdeen

Monday August 22, 2016
INVITATION ONLY

Book events online at www.agcc.co.uk/networking-events

11.45am - 2pm
11.45am-2pm

6pm - 9pm, MacDonald Norwood Hall Hotel

Judy Murray is no stranger to success. A
Scottish Tennis Champion with 64 titles
to her name, she talks about how her
experience in leadership and coaching
combine to increase marginal gains
resulting in wins. Hear more about how
you can lead your company from being
good to being great on August 22.

BOOK NOW
agcc.co.uk

Thanks to our sponsors
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On the
Move

Graeme Clubley

Richard Luff

Gaynor Duthie and Sarah Low

Law firm CMS has promoted
Graeme Clubley to partner in
its Aberdeen-based energy
team.

The Industry Technology
Facilitator (ITF) has
appointed Richard Luff to
its board as a non-executive
director.

Genoa Black, the strategic and creative marketing company
based in Aberdeen and Edinburgh, has appointed James
Allan as senior designer.

Graeme, an oil and gas
specialist lawyer and
graduate of University of
Glasgow, joined CMS’s
Aberdeen operation as a
senior associate in 2012.

Chris Waller

Katherine Boyd

Graeme Reay

Ray Schlaff

ACE Winches has
strengthened its senior
management team with the
appointment of Chris Waller
as engineering manager.

Bon Accord & St Nicholas
has appointed Katherine
Boyd as its new commercial
manager.

The Bancon Group has
appointed planning and
development professional
Graeme Reay as the land
and commercial director for
its homes business.

Wood Group has appointed
Raymond (Ray) Schlaff
as senior vice president
and chief procurement
officer with responsibility
for procurement strategies,
processes and governance
and to drive efficiencies
across the group’s global
supply chain.

Chris has more than 12 years’
experience in the subsea
industry and holds a BEng
Honours in Engineering from
The Open University.
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A chartered civil engineer,
Richard has 40 years’
experience in the oil and gas
sector and currently serves
as INTECSEA’s senior vice
president for the Europe and
Africa region.

The firm has also promoted Gaynor Duthie and Sarah Low
to senior marketing manager and marketing manager
respectively. Both were initially appointed as interns.

Katherine joined the
shopping centre from a
retailer within the complex
and has more than 13
years of experience in
managerial responsibilities,
visual merchandising and
customer service.

Graeme has spent more
than 30 years in the
property sector in the UK
in roles spanning the public
sector and private and Plc
companies.

ARE YOU ON THE MOVE?
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Let us know at
business.bulletin@agcc.co.uk

Keith Pope

Alister Link

Hazel Moir

Josh Monro

Keith Pope has been
appointed director business
banking Aberdeen with the
Royal Bank of Scotland plc.

Central Investment has
expanded its team with the
appointment of Alister Link
as a financial adviser.

Service Point Aberdeen has
appointed Josh Monro as a
sales executive.

Keith, originally from
Aberdeen, has 35 years’
experience in the financial
industry recently working
closely with the SME market
in the North of Scotland to
support customer ambitions.

Alister has more than 20
years’ experience in senior
positions with a number
of leading financial firms,
including 14 years running
his own financial services
business.

Law firm Ledingham
Chalmers has appointed
Hazel Moir as a partner in
the rural team as it continues
to target growth in the rural
sector.

Ben Durack
Robert Gordon University
(RGU) has appointed a
studio manager to oversee
the running of digital
fabrication studio MAKE
Aberdeen.
Ben Durack has taken on
the role which is based in
Belmont St and supported
by Aberdeen City Council.

Employment lawyer Sine
Mackay has been promoted
to associate.

He was born in Aberdeen
and after a successful
career in oil and gas Josh
transitioned into sales
three years ago for a large
distribution company.

Elaine Sutherland

John Kelly

Bob Baxter

Award-winning fish
wholesaler and smoked
salmon producer Gourmets
Choice Ltd (known in the
North-east as Sutherlands
of Portsoy) has appointed
Elaine Sutherland managing
director.

John Kelly has joined
Sutherlands of Portsoy
as UK sales and business
representative.

Converged Communication
Solutions has appointed
Bob Baxter as a business
development executive.

He has more than 25 years’
experience as a chef in some
of Scotland's premier hotels
and restaurants.

Bob has been involved
in the IT and telecoms
sector in sales and account
management roles for more
than 23 years.

Elaine will continue in her
role as finance director
but will oversee the future
development of the business.
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On the
Move

Graeme Nisbet

Andrew MacDonald

Gary Thow and Liam Pirie

Graeme Nisbet, who
has almost two decades
of experience in the
commercial property
industry, has joined FG
Burnett at director level.

RS Occupational Health
has promoted Andrew
MacDonald to managing
director.

Downhole Products has made four geographically strategic
appointments.

Graeme forms part of
the office agency and
development teams and will
operate in both the landlord
and tenant market handling
acquisition and disposal
work.

The appointment is seen
as central to driving future
growth in RS Occupational
Health’s chosen markets
which include construction,
engineering, manufacturing
and the public sector as well
as oil and gas.

Liam Pirie has been named as the company’s new business
development manager for Europe. He will be based at
Downhole Products’ global headquarters at Portlethen
where Gary Thow has just been named sales manager for
Europe and Africa after three years with the company.
Khay Lau is the new regional manager for Asia Pacific and
will be based in the company’s Malaysian office.
In Dubai, the Downhole Products team has welcome Iftikhar
Ali to the role of regional sales manager for the Middle East
and North Africa area.

In August's Bulletin
we focus on technology

Brave new world: Industry Technology Facilitator (ITF) boss Dr Patrick
O’Brien on the need to be braver with new technologies
Ahead in the Clouds: data storage company Brightsolid on the future for
the Cloud
“Regeneration tsar”: City centre director Marc Cole reflects on the
challenge of leading Aberdeen’s masterplan project
AS WELL AS
MAC Architects on the challenges behind 3D Building Information Modelling
A peek behind the curtain at the Chamber’s social media
Hot Topic: What can we do to rebuild Aberdeen’s confidence?
Meet the new members of the Chamber’s board and policy council
Pictures and news from the first Ultimate Business Show

Put your business in the spotlight in our features on conferences and
residential property advertising@agcc.co.uk 01224 343 905

On the
move?
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Blair Harley
Oil and gas engineering
consultancy Magma
Products has appointed a
recruitment specialist in the
arena of commissioning and
start-up projects. Blair Harley,
who has more than 25 years’
expertise in the oil and gas
sector, takes on recruitment
and HR responsibilities for
specific projects as part of
Aberdeen-based Magma’s
service delivery.

Do you have news of a recent
appointment you'd like to share?
Let us know at business.bulletin@agcc.co.uk

Member
News
NEWS | JULY 2016

Concerns on misuse of restrictive covenants
INNOVATION and entrepreneurship is being stifled by employment covenants
which prevent professionals and skilled workers taking up new jobs, according to
legal expert Katie Williams.
The employment specialist and partner at legal firm Pinsent Masons in Aberdeen
believes overly restrictive contracts could also drive key workers out of the oil
and gas industry and create a brain drain.
The UK Government is acting on concerns about the potential misuse of socalled restrictive covenants by calling for evidence on whether such practices act
as a barrier to employment.
Katie Williams said: “It’s very common, especially in the energy sector, that
employees will have a covenant in their employment contract which prevents
them from joining a potential competitor for anything up to 12 months after
leaving a job.
“The net effect is that highly skilled workers could be forced out of the oil and
gas industry and in to another sector where it is easier to find a suitable job. It is
prejudicial to moving talent around and in the case of entrepreneurial individuals,
it could deter them from starting-up a new business and stifle innovation, which
is not something the oil and gas industry can afford at the current time.”

Katie Williams,
partner,
Pinsent Masons

—

Renewables investment plummets
THE UK’s attractiveness as a destination for renewable energy investment has
reached an all-time low, according to a report by EY.
It now ranks 13th out of 40 countries behind Germany, France, Canada and
Australia and investment in new projects is expected to decrease drastically from
2017.
A combination of historic energy policy announcements which are now making
their impact felt and ongoing uncertainty surrounding the role of renewables in
the UK’s future energy mix, are undermining the sector’s appeal in the eyes of
investors according to EY’s Renewable Energy Country Attractiveness Index
(RECAI).
The report cites the Government’s decision to opt for gas and nuclear, instead of
renewable energy, to fill an anticipated energy supply gap as the key reason for
the UK’s fall. To download the report, visit: www.ey.com/RECAI.

—

All change for John Lewis
JOHN Lewis Aberdeen has opened a new bureau de change in its George Street
shop.
It provides customers with access to commission free transactions in 30
currencies (as well as 30 additional currencies available to order) and to
American Express traveller’s cheques in five different currencies with the
exchange rates offered nationwide, in store and online.
In addition to this, a free weekday home delivery service is available on orders
over £500 placed in store or online, along with an online international payments
service.
Robert Garnish, head of branch at John Lewis Aberdeen said: “We know that
our customers have a strong interest in travel, which makes this a fitting and
attractive service for us.
“We are committed to the John Lewis Never Knowingly Undersold price promise
so if customers do find a better rate elsewhere on the high street, they can come
to our bureau, located in customer services on the third floor, with a quote slip
and we will match that price.”
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New
Members
Babcock International Group

Dun Tiallo

Marine & Technology

Import / Export

Rosyth Business Park
Rosyth
Fife		
KY11 2YD

12A Nellfield Place
Aberdeen
AB10 6DJ

T 01383 412131
E mike.pettigrew@
babcockinternational.com
W www.babcockinternational.com
C Mike Pettigrew - Managing Director

_

Barra Bronzes
Lochend of Barra
Inverurie
AB51 0JP
T 01651 871600
E craig@barrabronzes.co.uk
W www.barrabronzes.co.uk
C Craig Michie - Director

_

Charles Summers
Management Consultancy

The Mill, Glenisla
Blairgowrie
PH11 8QL
T 01575 582374
E cfsummers@gmail.com
C Charles Summers - Consultant

_

Darcy Technologies Limited
Darcy House

Kintore Business Park
Kintore
Aberdeenshire
AB51 0YQ
T 01467 633370
E flowforlife@darcyflow.com
W www.darcyflow.com
C Stephen Demptser – Chief Financial
Officer

_

Drummond Enterprises Ltd
Specialist electrical & engineering contractor

6 The Square
Torphins
Banchory
Aberdeenshire
AB31 4GP
T 01339 454001
E info@drummondenterprises.co.uk
W www.drummondenterprises.co.uk
C Thomas Drummond - Managing
Director Officer

T 01224 911012
E duntiallo@ymail.com
W duntiallointernational.wordpress.
com
C Khassimiou Diallo - Director

_

Elgenio Ltd
Raising the profile of products & services through
the creation of catchy affordable video. Capture
your customer’s attention, increase communication,
engage your brand and boost your marketing
with the best return on investment for your
marketing budget. If you wish to exploit the power
of video, capturing online social media marketing
opportunities to deliver fast, tangible results then
contact us now!

T 01467 269106
E info@inveruriewhiskyshop.com
W www.inveruriewhiskyshop.com
C Michael Stuart - Director

_

Kirstin Gove Media Consultancy
Media consultancy, media training, freelance
journalism, event host/chair

T 07841 909532
E kirstingove@gmail.com
C Kirstin Gove - Director

_

The Hill of Rubislaw
Real Estate

H1, The Hill of Rubislaw
Aberdeen

T 07989 477431
E info@elgenio.co.uk
W elgenio.co.uk
C Chris Cameron - Co-Founder

T 02036 974163
E mmilroy@kennedywilson.eu
W www.kennedywilson.com/europe
C Matthew Milroy

Exsel Group IT & Communications

Laings & Sons Ltd

_

_

Offer a broad range of telecommunications
solutions

Retail – Kitchen, Bathroom and Bedroom Design
& Installation

Howe Moss Drive
Kirkhill Industrial Estate
Dyce
Aberdeen
AB21 0GL

Inverurie Business Park
Souterford Avenue
Inverurie
Aberdeenshire
AB51 0ZJ

T 01224 673113
E aberdeen@exselgroup.com
W www.exselgroup.com

T 01467 620311
E info@laings.co.uk
W www.laings.com
C Gemma Burns - HR Manager

_

Fierce Beer Ltd
Microbrewery of Craft Beer. Brewery distributing
locally and throughout Scotland and North England.
Beer available in bottles and kegs for bars, hotels,
restaurants, catering, events, weddings and private
functions.

Unit 45 & 46
Howe Moss Avenue
Dyce
Aberdeen
AB21 OGP
T 01224 729131
E mail@fiercebeer.com
W www.fiercebeer.com
C Dave Grant - Managing Director

_

Inverurie Whisky Shop Limited
Whisky and premium drinks retailer based at the
heart of the Garioch in Inverurie. We offer a top
quality selection as well as a fantastic array of events
including Whisky and Gin tastings and conference
facilities.

1 Burnside
West High Street
Inverurie
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Aberdeenshire
AB51 3RY

_

Middlebrooks Business Recovery
& Advice
Middlebrooks is a boutique Business Recovery &
Debt Advice firm and was foundered to offer an
approachable place for companies and individuals
in financial distress to access advice and practical
solutions.

Bon Accord Crescent
Aberdeen
AB11 6DN
T 01224 452033
E dlyttle@middlebrooksadvice.com
W www.middlebrooksadvice.com
C Derek Lyttle - Business Recovery
Director

_

Navitas Compliance Solutions Ltd
Navitas Compliance Solutions Ltd delivers a range
of HSEQ Services to the Energy industry which
are Compliance, Competency, Resilience, Skills
and Behavioural Training. Navitas have a unique
nationalisation product for emerging energy markets
which has been supported by SE/SDI and Business
Gateway.

Burnside Business Centre

T 01779 479339
E enquiries@navitascompliance.com
W www.navitasinternational.com
C Jamie Murphy - Operations Director

_

SureLift (UK) Ltd
Lifting, testing, inspection and machinery relocation services

Thunderton Industrial Estate
Peterhead
Aberdeenshire
AB42 3EB
T 01779 477775
E steve@surelift.co.uk
W www.surelift.co.uk
C Steve McDonald - Director

_

St James's Place Wealth Management

You can
save 33% on
your energy
consumption
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Burnside Road
Peterhead
Aberdeenshire
AB42 3AW

Chamber members
get a free energy
solutions health check

Wealth management company dealing with all aspects of investment,
retirement and protection of individuals/companies.

St James Place House
3 Queens Gate
Aberdeen
AB15 5YL
T 01224 202405
E mark.wyllie@sjp.co.uk
W www.sjp.co.uk
C Mark Wyllie - Head of Business

_

The Butterworth Gallery
Family run, 3 star visitor attraction specialising in art work by Howard Butterworth
& Mary Louise Butterworth. The business has achieved world host customer
service recognition and works with a strong tourism focus. Products are sold
online and Trade customers are welcomed.

Ballogie Shop
Ballogie
Aboyne
Aberdeenshire
AB34 5DP
T 01339 886104
E sarah@butterworthpaintings.co.uk
C Sarah Harker - Manager

_

Vector Properties Ltd t/a Martin & Co Aberdeen

Make the most
of Chamber
membership
Visit www.agcc.co.uk
or call 01224 343915

#WellConnected

Estate agent and letting agent specialised in property investment / property
development

123 Rosemount Place
Aberdeen
AB25 2YH
T 01224 636500
E aberdeen@martinco.com
W www.martinco.com
C Eduardo Prato - Director
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SPE Intelligent Energy Evening Reception, Wednesday June 8, 2016

Lesley Bromby, Susan Caddell
and Kirsty Sim

Cara Munro, Michelle Simpson
and Joni White

Michael Heaney, Jim Shiach, Guy Bromby and Julita Stachowiak

John Murray and TJ Fatona
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